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Abstract: The article is devoted to the description of the results of modern Russian banking system state
administration. The analysis of interviews and questionnaire surveys of experts in the field of banking system
state administration allowed for defining the main current affairs of the subject of research, which is determined
by the autocratic style of state administration of banks and by economical but not social orientation of banking
business in the Russian Federation. The article suggests creating an independent body for banking supervision
in particular for improvement of specialism and professionalism. It is also suggested that trade banks should
release regular reports on their social activity in mass media. It is suggested that research results should be
used to model the state system of Russian banks administration.
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INTRODUCTION banking business - the repletion of wants of individuals,

Modern banking system of the Russian Federation wants of money-and-credit resources for solving social
(hereafter RF) began its formation in 1988 when the Law tasks.
of the USSR "On cooperation" was adopted and in 1990 In this regard we  have  performed  the  social
the federal laws "On Reserve bank of the RF", "On banks research of banking system state administration in the RF
and banking business" following several regulatory using the methods of interview and questionnaire survey
documents trade banks activity were adopted. of experts.

During this whole period in the Parliament of the RF
and  in  State  Duma  of the RF there has regularly been MATERIALS AND METHODS
(for instance in 1999, 2007, 2012) bitter disputes on issues
of banking system state administration, powers of Central Modern problems of the banking system state
Bank of the RF, organisation and quality of prudential administration in the RF were brought to the following
supervision of trade banks activity [1]. three groups:

The analysis and systematization of practical points
of modern banking system state administration in Russia In state administration and regulation of banking
revealed a wide range of problems [2]. For example, the business there has been formed not socially oriented,
laws of the RF on banks and banking activity don't have but economically oriented, centralized, authoritarian-
the State corporation "Deposit Insurance Agency" as a bureaucratic type of administration;
part of the banking system; however this organisation Within the competence of Central Bank of the RF
carries out banking activities, takes part in state banking (hereinafter - CB) there are the widest powers on
supervision and imposes sanctions to trade banks, being banks regulation; however there is a lot of other
actually an element of the RF banking system [3]. regulators  of  banking  sphere  [4],  the  strategies

The  above  mentioned  problems  prevent  the and policies of which have different goals and
gradual development of the RF banking system and functions, substitution of tasks by the means of their
successful  solution  of  the  main   social   task of solving;

their groups and the society in general; these are the
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As opposed to the main social goal of the banking During the interview a wide range of questions has
system, the trade banks of the RF pursue strictly been discussed, in particular:
economical aim - making a profit in spite of
determining dependence on loyalty of resources What is to be understood under the term of social
owners - people and companies. orientation of banking system state administration;

The complexity of this issue in focus, its strategic administration in the RF and factors of its formation;
nature, field peculiarity together with interdisciplinarity What is to be understood under the term of social
have determined the choice of methods for the social responsiveness of the banking business and the
research, the programme of which has been chosen and ways of its development;
built in accordance with the well-known methodology [5]. What influences the effectiveness of cooperation

Principal Diagram of the Research: The necessity as such of the centralised regulation of

Stage 1: Interviewing experts as key information Competency problems of the President of the RF on
providers for the purposes of: a) specification of modern questions of banking business regulation;
problems of social orientation formation of the banking The reality of the CB status as a body which is
system state administration in the RF, b) defining goals independent of the state authority;
and tasks of the second stage of the social research - The degree of importance and range of the tasks,
questionnaire survey of experts; c) defining the list of performed by CB, as well as its trade activity;
questions to experts for questionnaire ; e) defining "Monopolism" of CB, possibility and need of
categories and potential experts for interview on the separation of its functions between several bodies;
second stage of the research; Types and structures of banking systems.

Stage 2: Questionnaire survey among the specified The goal of the second stage of the research:
experts for getting information on separate problems of defining the adjustment direction of organisation
banking system state administration in the RF for the conditions for the formation of social orientation of the
purpose of defining the adjustment direction of banking system state administration on the modern stage
organisation conditions for the formation of social of its development.
orientation of the banking system state administration on The hypothesis under test: for the creation of new
the modern stage of its development. proper conditions of improvement the degree of social

During the first stage we have carried out orientation of banking system state administration in the
unstructured interviews with the experts in the form of RF it is needed:
free discussion on issue of research, in respondents'
offices and face-to-face. In respect of the governing system - to take

The choice of experts for this stage has been carried additional measures aiming at formation of conscious
out using the method of equal quotas - two respondents positive attitude in banking community relating to the
from each of the main segments of state administration domination of social goals of banking business over
and self-government of financial and credit sphere of the the economic ones;
RF: 1) deputy corps, 2) government sector, 3) CB system, In respect of the governing system - to perform the
4) trade banks, 5) insurance companies and investment correction of the CB status for separate components
financial companies, 6) bank associations. The 12 experts and to improve the composition and structural-
were the leaders of dedicated committees of dumas and functional characteristics of the total of state bodies
the biggest commercial structures as well as high-ranking of banking system administration.
officials of Tyumen and Moscow. They have long-term
experience and deep knowledge of business situation in As the result of interview the   experts’  line-up  for
the sphere in the light of different aspects - political, the  second  stage  was  formed  in  the following way.
economical, social. The respondents were asked the question: whom they can

Tasks of socially oriented banking system state

between the state, banks and people;

the banking business direction;
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recommend as qualified experts, who are good at the More than a half of the respondents (54 %) recognize
subject of the research. One of the selection criterions the path of banking system development in mutual
was the fact that the experts held their positions in cooperation of the President of Russia and CB, Treasury,
accordance with high qualification standards and strict Russian Bankers' Association and others. It can be said
order of approval in state supervisory agencies according that such form of activity on solving banking questions
to  the  requirements  of the federal and bank legislation of is most advantageous for revealing the interests of the all
the RF. For instance, to get the approval of CB for social groups, it leads to the social harmony in the society
appointing the potential manager of a trade bank, he/she and it is also the most democratic form. It is obvious that
has to have a definite employment history on other it should be well synchronized; it should not have any
managing positions in banks, specialized higher disagreements and legal contradictions. The main role
education, no record of convictions and discharging for function of the President should be the organisation of
cause, positive business reputation, intercession of the the cooperation of the state bodies in the sphere of
bank's board of directors. banking administration, but not the authoritative decision-

Eighty-two experts have been questioned, including making by the head of the state. Twenty-three percents of
68 natives of Tyumen and 14 Moscovites. Among the the experts think that the legal influence of the President
experts men prevailed (66 %). The vast number of experts of the RF on the activity of CB and Treasury is necessary,
(89 %) was aged 31 to 60 years. All the experts had higher 21 % consider the both forms of the president activity
education, 23 % had two or more higher educations, 16 % possible - both influence and cooperation, depending on
had academic degree. In 88 % of cases the respondents' the specifics of situation in the baking sphere. 
employment history in banking sphere was over 5 years. The analysis of the interviews shows that the
The managers of organisations were 82 % of experts. organisation men of the banking sphere administration
Fifty-eight percents of respondents worked in trade (macrosocial level, strategy) according to the
banks. respondents' viewpoint are the following 6 bodies and

The analysis and opinion synthesis of the their role functions: The President of the RF
interviewees were carried out using the content-analysis (cooperation), State Duma (legal regulation), Government
method. The processing of questionnaire results was (social-economic strategy), CB of the RF (money-and-
performed using the facilities of software application credit strategy), Treasury (partnership), Russian Bankers'
MicrosoftExcel. Association (banks interest intermediation). In addition to

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS of government control of the credit institution activity

The modern banking system of the RF as the result of licensing, supervision of their functioning, depositor
state administration is far from being perfect: protection and others.

There exist some structural disparities; which the Russian state administration should be solved
Legal base gap of the current tasks of the practical are quite difficult. In particular, the structure of Russian
aspects; trade banks combination is far from being ideal: it is
Low level of capitalization and financial stability; characterized by the the high degree of assets and capital
Weak financial intermediation; concentration: 20 % of trade banks have more than 90%
Functional, structural and consumer of resources and capital of all the Russian banking
underdevelopment of the banking offering. system. The same situation can be seen also in territorial

However, the bulk of the respondents (85 %) Central and Northwestern Federal Districts including
approved the fact that a decentralized two-level banking Moscow region (54 %) [6].The full size of Russian banks
system is functioning today in Russia. It is obvious that is very small comparing to the foreign banks: the overall
the experts are acquainted with the foreign banking capital of all the Russian banks is 197 billion US dollars
system model and consider it sustainable  and  effective. which is equal to the Bank of America capital [7]. 
It should be noted that none of the respondents have Besides, the dominance of the state in trade banks
chosen the variant "administratively controlled capital distorts the conditions of business struggle and
monobanking system", which existed in the USSR (0 %). decreases  the creditability  of  private credit institutions.

the above said the experts pointed out specialized bodies

(microsocial level, tactics), which solve the tasks of banks

The problems in the sphere of the banking sector

aspects: more than 67 % of banks perform their activity in
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The six largest banks in Russia are national banks: Consolidated - regulation and supervision is
Sberbank, VTB Bank, Gazprombank, VTB 24, performed by the single body-megaregulator on the
Rosselkhozbank, Bank of Moscow. The share of these financial market in general, including banking market
banks in the Russian banking system for 01.10.2013 is 54 (Great Britain, Germany, Austria, Ireland, Norway,
% and share in overall capital is 53 % [8]. According to Iceland, Denmark, Sweden, Estonia, Latvia, Hungary,
the different estimates from one third to a half of all the Malta, Kazakhstan, Japan, China, Singapore, South
Russian banks have different state structures as their Korea and others - more than 55 countries).
shareholders. Thus, the Russian banking system is a state
system as it was in the USSR. Our interviews showed that there is no agreement of

Thus, we can draw a conclusion: the Russian banking opinion on that issue even among experts: 55 % of the
system in its modern quality is the result of the fact that respondents noted that the supervision should be
it is simultaneously owned and controlled by the owner, performed by the state body, specifically created for that
manager and insider - the Russian state in the name of its purpose and 39 % said that this function should be
higher bodies of banking system state administration and fulfilled by Central Bank. European practice shows that
other state organisations. the weakening of the monopolistic participation of central

Our research shows that all the experts assign an banks in supervision process doesn't mean the excluding
important role to the state in banking system of CB out of this activity or decreasing of requirements
administration. The experts see the further increase of the strictness of supervision bodies. The creation of the
state role in modern legal regulation of the banking independent supervision body, cooperating with CB,
business, in creation of conditions for involvement other state and social organisations on the contrary
banking mechanisms in the solving social tasks with the increases the specialization and professionalism of the
help of such tools as mortgage lending, credit for state supervision activity, provides better consideration
purchase residence by means of maternity fund, social of different social interests including banking system
mortgage,  credit  risk  insurance,  credit  for development and also develops a trade bank social
entrepreneurial   startups,   credit   for  education. responsibility for the result of its activity. However the
However the total number of trade banks in Russia is latter decisions of Russian Parliament show that the
constantly  decreasing:  for  example,  from 2003 to 2013 government is focused on the creation of the single
the number of functioning banks decreased from 1282 to financial markets megaregulator in the system of CB of the
942. The level of distribution of banking services is RF [11].
extremely low: the number of banking offices per head is Experts noted in interview that the state and banking
by several times lower than in countries of Western community are social partners since the banking system
Europe. This problem is especially pressing in the produces one of the types of social good - banking
country, taking into account that the Russian Northern services. That's why their relations should be based on
region is favourable for the inhabitants of the post-Soviet the principles of social partnership including mutual
countries [9]. participation in making generally valid decisions. Social

The other important factor in the development of the orientation of the banking system state administration will
banking system is the system of supervision of credit be expressed in cooperation of different social and other
institution activity, implementing by the state. Today structures, representing the interests of banks and their
different models of banking supervision are being clients, with the state.
implemented [10] in world practice: The experts pointed out the so-called banking social

Monopolistic - central banks have exceptional means for building dialogue between trade banks and the
powers in the sphere of banking system supervision society and increasing of banks responsibility. Most of
and regulation (Spain, Greece, Portugal, Russia and the respondents (56 %) think that making reports on
several emerging countries); social activity by trade banks is necessary, 16 % held
Mix - supervision and control functions are fulfilled opposite opinion and 27 % of the experts think that the
by the bodies of different level of independence and banks themselves should determine the necessity of
by a particular participation of central bank and making such reports. On the other hand, 57 % of the
Treasury (USA, Canada, France, Italy, the respondents are against the state regulation of banking
Netherlands and other mature markets); social reporting, they think that the fact of publicity of the

reporting, which is published in mass media, as one of the
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reports can inspire banks to conduct more socially and national peculiarities of the Russian state
responsible business as they become more dependent on administration system. The further development of such
the loyalty of their clients. Today only some most large measures and mechanisms can be performed with the help
Russian banks, which lead international activity present of the modelling of banking system state administration
such reports in mass media. on the basis of the methods of social experiment on virtual
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